MLPC Hawai‘i For Doctors:
MLPC Hawai‘i provides trainings and presentations about social determinants of health and legal advocacy for hospital, health clinic and educational settings. We will also provide technical assistance if you are interested in starting a Medical-Legal Partnership at your health facility.

MLPC Hawai‘i For Students:
MLPC Hawai‘i provides internships and pro bono opportunities for law students of the William S. Richardson School of Law. MLPC Hawai‘i also provides training and clinical opportunities for pediatric residents and medical students of the John A. Burns School of Medicine.

MLPC Hawai‘i For Attorneys:
MLPC Hawai‘i invites licensed attorneys in Hawai‘i to join us by providing pro bono services to our families and mentoring law students at our Legal Clinic.

Clinic Hours at Kokua Kalihi Valley:
Tuesdays & Thursdays 2:00pm - 5:00pm
Ask your doctor to speak with a legal advocate!
What is the “MLPC Hawai‘i”?
Medical-Legal Partnership for Children in Hawai‘i

MLPC Hawai‘i is a partnership between doctors and lawyers to improve the health and well-being of vulnerable children and families in Hawai‘i. MLPC Hawai‘i works by integrating legal advocates into the community health clinic setting to identify and address social-legal issues that frequently undermine children’s health.

The three main activities are:

1. To train doctors and health providers to identify potential legal problems;
2. To provide direct legal services and legal advocacy for families in a health clinic setting; and
3. To work together as doctors and lawyers to engage in systemic advocacy and policy.

MLPC Hawai‘i is part of a network of over 80 medical-legal sites across the country.

Issues we can help you with:

Public Benefits:
- Applications and Appeals
- QUEST / health care
- Emergency support

Family Law:
- Child Custody / Child Support
- Paternity
- Domestic Violence
- Guardianships

Education:
- Special Education / IEPs
- Early Intervention Services
- Suspensions

Housing:
- Public housing advocacy
- Disability / ADA transfers
- Rent adjustments

PLUS:
Free “Grab ‘N Go” Binders to protect your personal documents

MLPC Hawai‘i For Families:
MLPC Hawai‘i Fāán Iten Famini:

If you or your child is a patient at the Kokua Kalihi Valley (“KKV”), you are eligible to receive FREE legal help from MLPC Hawai‘i.

❯ Ika pwe een are noumw we chóón safei non aach eei pioing Kokua Kalihi Valley (“KKV”), iwe mei suk ngeni kemi an eei prokram epwe anisi kemi nge esapw kamé.

HOW TO GET HELP:
❯ Ifa ussun ai upwe tongeni angei ena pekin aninis?

→ Ask your doctor, nurse or other KKV staff to speak with a Legal Advocate.
❯ Tingorei noumw tokter, kangof ika emon chon angaangen KKV aan epwe atoura ngeni emon neir pwe ke mwochen chuuri chóón ena prokramen MLPC Hawai‘i.

→ Come to KKV during the MLPC Hawaiʻi Clinic Hours on Tuesdays and Thursdays, between 2:00pm - 5:00pm.
❯ Feitto ngeni KKV non ekkewe rään me kunokun dåan MLPC angaang, iteiten Aruu me Arúwáánú, nefinen kunok 2:00 pm – 5:00 pm.

→ Call us at (808) 688-3313.
❯ Kékkéeri MLPC Hawaiʻi woon nampafo ‘oon (808) 688-3313.

Issues we can help you with:

Public Benefits:
- Applications and Appeals
- QUEST / health care
- Emergency support

Family Law:
- Child Custody / Child Support
- Paternity
- Domestic Violence
- Guardianships

Education:
- Special Education / IEPs
- Early Intervention Services
- Suspensions

Housing:
- Public housing advocacy
- Disability / ADA transfers
- Rent adjustments

PLUS:
Free “Grab ‘N Go” Binders to protect your personal documents